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This talk is an elementary discussion of the description of

scattering from polarized targets. It is intended to be basis for the

more specific talks given during this workshop. It is not intended to

be a review talk.

1. Total Cross Sections

Is there anything to be learned from total cross section measure-

ments on polarized targets? We will consider p and d targets.

a) Polarized proton target.

Consider an unpolarized proton beam incident on a polarized proton

target. Conservation of angular momentum and the identity of particles

allows only five non-zero helicity amplitudes:

If parity is conserved there are only three independent amplitudes and

f = f , f = f j. • The corresponding invariant ampli-

tude expansion is

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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M = A+B O-,'°2 + C ai' p °2*p

where p is a incident momentum In the ccnter-of-mass. The total cross

section is

4«
a = — Im(TrpM)
T P

and the density matrix p is given by

where the matrix with subscript 1 is in the spin space of the target and

-•

the matrix with subscript 2 in the spin space of the projectile. P. is

the polarization vector of the target. Then

4n T «— ImA

independent of P..

Should parity not be conserved, but time reversal is good, there

can be another term in M proportional to (o.-op-p leading to a term

in ©„ proportional to p*P.. Thus to detect parity violation a component

of polarization in the longitudinal direction is needed.

If time reversal is violated, too, there can be another term in

M proportional to (a, X o,)«p (i.e., f,. r f . . ) • This term can

be detected only if both target and beam are polarized.

The discussion of ~ for pp scattering is a special case of later

discussion. We mention here only that for parity violation one looks

for terms in P,*(p+p') and for time reversal one looks for terms in
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Pj'(p-p'.) in the angular distribution, (p* denotes the scattered proton

momentum in the c m . ) .

b) Consider the scattering of a x on a polarized d target. (Scat-

tering of unpolarized p's is essentially the same.) One way of writing

the density matrix P of the deuteron is

J. denotes the usual 3 x 3 spin 1 angular momentum matrices. Q.. is a

real, traceless, symmetric tensor so the polarization state of d is

specified by eight real parameters. Explicitly

In terms of helicity amplitudes

°T

where the z-axis is along the beam momentum.

If parity is good f ^ = f and here, too, c is independent of ?.

However, if Q # 0
zz



oT(Q)-oT(0) - ̂  w-i±-

Note that positivity of the matrix P requires

3 %z 3

and

so a d completely polarized in the 2 direction must have Q - 2/3. For

pure transverse polarization, say < J > • 1, we have

or P = 0 but Q = -1/3. So, in general, there is some information Coz zz

be gained from total cross sections on polarized d's even when parity

and time reversal invariance are good.

2. Polarization in Various Reference Frames

The density matrix p. of a polarized proton targe . is roost simply

given in its rest system, the lab system. There it has the familiar form

o-P) (2.1)

where the polarization vector P has its components defined with respect

to axes defined in the lab. For definiteness we take the incident beam
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in the negative z-direction and the y-axls can be chosen in any con-

venient way: the direction of the magnetic field or the normal to the

reaction plane defined by the apparatus are typical choices. A state

completely polarized in the y-dftrection has the form

, |1>+ i|.I» (2.2)
(2)* 2 2

corresponding to a density matrix

-1.

"-H )
M l/

(2.3)

A Lorentz transformation Co the center-of-mass system, i.e., s channel

cm., leaves the spin component* along the z-direction unchanged:

(2.4)

M is then the helicity of the initial proton in the s c m . Consequently,

L.(p)|i > - -nc (jpi >+i|p.-|» (2.5)
z (2)* 2 2

and the helicity density matrix of the proton in the overall c m . P*

is simply

(2.6)

This is perfectly K"'»*-'r*l and does not depend on the proton being in a

pure state, becaun* ft (2.4) which defines helicity.
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Now consider the process K+p -*R+X (inclusive or exclusive.) It

Is for exactly this same reason that the helicity convention for the

density matrix of the outgoing state R, denoted by p. satisfies

P<h) - P < S > , (2.7)
t t

where p* is the helicity density matrix of R in the s c m .

As) = y» (s) (s) (s)*

fj* denotes the production amplitude with helicity indices A,|i defined

in the s-channel c m . V denotes all unobserved variables which arc

summed over. Recall that Pf is defined in the rest frame of R reached

by a pure Lorent2 transformation from s c m . along the direction opposite

to its motion; i.e., its z-axis is opposite to the direction of the

recoiling system X in R's rest frame. See Fig. 1.

We emphasize that using p^ and p^ in this way is directly a

(s)measure of the s-channel helicity amplitudes £: . We could express

P, ' in terms of amplitudes £»,, , defined in the R rest frame, should
I AVtU

this be desirable for any reason. Then

°/h) •£<*£ *»+">*>„.
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where P' is referred to axes rotated through a about the normal. See

Fig. 2.

A more pertinent example is perhaps the t-channel helicity density

matrix p, . It is given by

t'V.U

where £/ are the t-channel helicity amplitudes. By the same argument

as before P" must be defined in the proton rest system, so that the

t-channel c m . is moving in the negative z-direction. This is either the

same as 01 the opposite direction to the outgoing baryon's direction in

the lab, depending on whether

2 2 W _ 2 2X „ 2, 2 2. 2 2N

is positive or negative, respectively, tn , n , m_, BL, denote the mass

of the proton, pion, outgoing baryon and outgoing meson, respectively.

This is shown in Fig. 3 for the former case. 6. denotes the direction

of the outgoing baryon in the lab. (Remember the incident ir is moving

in the negative z-directlon.) In this case P" is the vector P rotated

through an angle (n-9 ) about the normal:

V
V
V

- py

" - P x

cos(*-eL) +

sin(n-6T ) +

P, sin(n-et)
Z is

p cos(jc-e )
Z id

(Note that when R is the outging baryon P' - P". See Fig. 4.)
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In all that follows we will not specify which frame is being

used. The formulas are general and need only be supplemented by the

proper definition of P and the polarization state of R that go along

with the desired amplitude fff or if^ .

3. R =* Baryon of Spin J

Consider processes like «N -* nN , KA, etc. with X a recoiling spin

zero particle. Then

fXu f

» _ _
a^, + b ^ , P-n + c^, P-p + d^, P-nXp (3.1)

wnere n is a unit vector normal to the reaction plane and p is a unit

vector in the initial proton direction. The various matrices a,...,d

are given by

1 * *

i .* _ ,* „
W %* mm mZ\t f f — f t \

* * *

-X1- + TL1-^'** • (3>2>

Thf. matrices are all hermitian: a^j., = a>iX> etc., and if parity is

conserved

. **A j —A AA —A, ™A

d. x. x. . (3.3)
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X-X1
Note that p ^ , ̂ (-1) P_^ _̂ , unlessPx = P 2 * 0. Evidently

a is determined by unpolarized p

b is " " p normal to plane

c is " " p longitudinal

d is " " p transverse in plane

Note that normal polarization can give components in the plane by

varying the azimuth of the reaction plane. Since f cannot depend on <P,

this gives information on a combination of c and d. But without a. longi-

tudinally polarized target P and P cannot be varied independently:
X Z

pfs): P^ - Psintp , Pw = Pcos<p , P = 0x y z

gives d(s> but not c ( s )

: p > -Psincp cos©., P * -Psintp sin0T
X Li Z It

givesIdv ' cos6 + cv ' sinfl

However c and d will depend on 6. and cannot be separated by

varying ©_ .

Note that in general

Trc * Trd = 0 (3.4)

so

45 - Trp «Tra+P-nTrb (3.5)
an

depends only on the normal polarization (with parity conservation.) To

get information on c and & some final state polarization must be measured.
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If only the angular distribution of the decay of the N*, A, etc. is

measured, it is given by

X.X'u

where u is the helicity of the decay product baryon and F the decay ampli-

tude. If parity in the decay is conserved JF | = |F |. A typical term

is

P-X'-X>

so if parity is conserved only

is measurable. That is, only

' ' RebXX«

are measurable. This is the generalization of the usual statement that

only Riip-j. , is measurable for unpolarized initial states.

However, there are additional relations that are apparent from

(3.2); namely from parity conservation

a-X,X' = <" 1> X~* i bAX l T > (" 1 ) J"^ <3'6a>
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where i) is the intrinsic parity of the outgoing baryon. He learn two

things from this: (i) if we can measure all of the elements of a and d

we don't learn anything new by measuring b and c; in particular longitu-

dinal polarizaticn is not needed, (ii) if we can measure only Re a and Reb

we can calculate Ima and Irab ; hence a target with normal polarization

removes the need for observing parity violating decays. (This is the gen-

eralization of the familiar equivalence between measuring final state

polarization with an unpolarized target and measuring the asymmetry with

a polarized target in nN -• itN.)

There are also nonlinear relations, for fixed kinematics, which

may be useful. These are like rank conditions and follow simply from

(3.2):

l(bd-db) - cTra (3.7a)

(d2+b2) - cTra (3.7b>

4. R • Meson of Spin J

Consider processes like «N -+ A_N, K A, etc. where X is a recoiling

spin 1/2 particle. The density matrix again has the form (3.1) and the

symmetry conditions (3.3) are the same. The matrices are given by

_/ >

1 " <fXv,+ S'v,- "
 fXv,- V v ) + ' .
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* *
,+ fX'v,+ " fXv,- fA.'v,-

*

V=±2

<fAv,+ <-v,-
v=±5

The discussion of raeasurability goes through but (3.6) and (3.7) are no

longer valid.

Some simplification can be achieved if we go over to amplitudes

corresponding to eigenstates of reflection:

where £, = l/(2)2, X £ 0, I* = 1/2, X = 0. TI denotes the parity of R.

These amplitudes correspond asymptotically to the exchange of definite

naturality o,

+ TI(-1) J .

Then

•£'

, + ij(-l)J"Xed_XAf) . (4.3)

Evidently, a and b get contributions only from products of ampli-

tudes of the same naturality while c and d get contributions only

from interference between different naturality. This results from the

Mum on the unobserved final nucleon spin.
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The advantage gained by going over to these matrices is that they

are all of rank 2 while the original matrices were all of rank 4. This

follows from the relation

Hence

fX%,v

(IV

TLLX V n.lll -V
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where e = e' has been used in the first pair and e = -e1 in the second.

It is then easy to see that the matrices

a££' + b £ £' , c££l + id£€'

are all rank 1 and so are all subject to the usual rank conditions. This

is probably most useful for a + b. As in the last section, if only Re a

and Reb are measurable, then Im(a + b) are both determined up to a sign.

For additional discussion of these points, see the forthcoming publication

of S.U. Chung and T.L. Trueman.

It is also possible to derive expressions similar to (3.7a) which may

be useful:

c (Tr a e A £ - Tr a A£,)

= i[d e e 'A€(2b€ '€ ' -Trb e '£ l) + (2b€£-Trb£e)A£ld
£e'] ,

c££'(Tr b£'£lA£ - Tr b
£eA£,)

= i[d€£lAe(2a
£l£l-Tra£'€') + (2ae£-Tra££)A£,d

££'] , (4.5)

where

(Tr(a€6)2-Tr(be£)2)2

5. n+N - AfX

This is a particularly nice case since the A decay allows the

measurement of both (Xj. , and P_>i_^- Now the matrices a,b,c, and d can

be written out explicitly in terms of Pauli matrices and real scalar

functions:
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aQ+a1 o«n + (bjj+bj o«n)Pn

- * A A A _ , A

(c- °"PA
 + cq ° ' n X PA^P*P

«n X PA)P*n X p . (5.1)

All unit vectors here are defined in the c m . system.

In terms of the Mueller amplitudes A. , , •. (see Fig. 5) we have

V C 2 V . + - = lb0+d2

V C 2 V . - + = U l + C 3

"bl+d3 V , - + = bl+d3

The others are all related to these by parity and hermiticity:

(5.2)

A
A

One could also parametrize the density matrix in terms of the

Wolfensteln parameters which are referred to a mixed basis: the proton

spin is quantized along the incident direction but the A spin is quantized

along p. in the lab. The former is appropriate for s-channel amplitudes,

the latter for t-channel amplitudes so the crossing angle X comes in.

(see the discussion in Sec. II.) The angle is shown in Fig. 6. Our

amplitudes have the A spin quantized along p. in the s channel c m . It

is straightforward to work out the connection. It is given in the following

table along with the required proton and A polarizations needed to

measure them.
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Wolfenstein parameters Proton Polarization
A Polarization
(pA in lab)

A = (-c-sinX+r cosX)

R = (-d_sinX+d_cosX)

A1 •= (c2cosX+c sinX)

R1 = (d2cosX+d3sinX)

D = b.

P l = b 0

y

none

P A Xn

P A Xn

n

n

none
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